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FOREWORD,

77"Anrnajor goal of the Right to Read Program has been to.dissentinate infor-il
matibn aboutlhe status of literacy education;IsucCessful proaUctsA practices
and current research finding in order to iinprpve the instruction of reading:
Over the'years, a central, vehicle for disseinination have been Right' to Read
iconferenceS and seminars. In June 1978, approximately 350 Right.to Read ,;
project directors and staff from State and local education and nonprofit
agencies convened in Washington, p.c. to cOnsider Literacy Meeting'jhe
Challenge.

The conference focused on three major areas: r
- examinations Of current literacy problems and issues;

assessment of accomplishments and potential resolutions
regarding literacy issues; and
exchange and dissemination of ideas and materials on successful
practices towartincreasing literacy in the ,United States .

All levels' of education, preschool. through adult, were considered.

The response to the Conference was such that we have decided to publish the
papers in a series of individual publ,ication. Additional titles in the series are
listed separately as well as directioiid for Ordering 'copies.

SH1R EY A. JACKSON
Direct
Basic S 'lls Progfam
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Overview

.

This paper argues that the term "Competency Based duration" has been
erroneouSly applied to minirrium competency progr s and that the prob-

- lems addressed by the minimum competency movemen can be, but probably
. will not be resolved by the implementatio0 of true Corripetency Based
Education. The first section defines cornpetencies and extrapolates some,
implications for curriculurna and assessment. Thee second section delineates .

the substantial revolution that Competency Based Education entails: a Shift
from time to outcomes bSsed organization and a shift frorrit eacher, referenced
to criterion referenced standards. It goes on. to suggest that not Onl5vthe
magnitude of these changes, but the lack of a consensus about apprOpriate.
outcomes will probably prevent widespread implementation of CBE. The'
paper them adduces the deficiencies both of teachei referenced standai.ds and
of theluirm referenced standards introduced to correct them, and it presents
two alternative systemi that could .11e criteriorrreferencec. It agues that the
accountability movement does not. 'address the causes of illiteracy, which
inhere in the system of instruction;.outlines the, keforrns that would gave to
ensue if the problem were instead conceived as effectiJeness; indicates how
CBE would resolve The problem; and sti ulates maisures that would-ensure its
flexibility Ireoncludes that so-called C testing sUbititutes accountability

- for reform: and thus does riot augur we for the CBE movement.

SUMMARY

Definition of

.)inr_ttr.,,-

roi 'in li:7e sticz

rea ife anc
im; .y nc-L
do: only
ess -aria'
dislirete .na

r'''' , '
one: to perform the ,activities associated with one's

r.to achieve results in one's life: ThuK, their context is
ne various capabilities that its major roles entail. They

: Anon or possession, but application, anthey involVe
-:a :-real skills, ut effective capacities, including the
ix to change. nally, they represent the integration of

subtle and unmeasurable.'

Co-- Ingrams build Capacities; a program based on
cow ' difi substantially. Its curriculum will derive from kri:.

:r'_ajor as projected into the future, rather than frofri the
acacie=2.:c subjects.. It will assess qualitative aspect of

pezfa, ;Yell as IT: asurable levels of cognitive and manual skillS7'And
it . d xuensivdy and explicitly with-affective capacities.



CBE v Conventional and the Problem of Outcomes

Moreover, Competency ased Education involves a major shift from the
base that now orgatii 6s ost school functionstimeto outcomes and a
correlative shift from vague referenced to criterion referenced standards of

.accomplishment. That Is, whereas time now defines courses, which students
may pass or fail'at the end, units_of content mastered defineCBE courses, and
students move continuously through them at-their individual rates. Instead of
grades, an unspecified and variable admixture of such components as achieve-
ment and attitude, CBE sets .explicit -goals that express the competencies and
capacities that students will develop Sand denionstrate.

The virtual revolution outlined above is not the only reaso:: i or doubting
whether schools will en masse convert to Competency Based Educa tion. Four
major themes characterize the contributions to development and s .nalization
that society_ en.pects from schools: social responsibility, social .:egra:ior:,
personal development, and techniCal competencies. Each theme re presents a
.alternative concept of 'competency and hence a potential base icr a CF: P.
prOgram. Moreotier., not all proponekts' of the same theme cc:.
identically or stress the same outcomes. I ti default of even modern: c ns
on outcortcs', most State initiatives termed CBE, have adopter
common 7.enominator-----basic skills. Hence the 'issue of

effectiven: has become the potential nightmare of accour : n.

Sta.Tqns:

. ter percen :age of students who remain :a school t :the
ull ta ad the custom of social promotion have erode _ the
*edit;" gh school diploma, in seeking.to restore it the mir.::-num

!:-.--ent misses the fundamental: problem: teacher refeTeracecl
, grades which represent subjective judgrnmts based upon
.sting criteria. Two alternatiVe systems could be criterion

referenced standards, set byexperts'an) designating
s:. K i nds and levels of subject-matter mastery; or

referenced standards, derived from4he judgments of a
A:-ange of citizens:and designating cotnpetencies as pre-

defined.
Nearly every State that has implemented standardized testing has chosen
instead norm referenced standards, which, like the system they are supposed
to correct, fail to represent what a "studqnt can ,read and what earticular
combination of strengths and deficiencies enter into his performance. -

Defining the Problem as Effectiveness

Instead of accountability, the problem should be conceived as effectiveness.
If it were, two major; activities ,would have to ensue:
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Two major reWilonships would- haw) to be examined and
i.improved: tti;telationship between the structures that organize

school actgrity and the techniques, procedures, and content that,
comprise instruction and the relationship between staff and
stlitits. : ---. ,

,,InStruction and assessment would have to be closely integrated,
, and thus continuous diagnosis, monitoring, and feedback

initiated. .

SuchintegratiOninhereg in Comidetency -tied Education because the in true-
tion it supplies devolves frojex- ,..- . 21-". .1---.e. goals and the assesse:.'t

\devices it uses represent op ratio lefin,litiorns - those goals:The g ',-,'
means "approach can avert tfrenanii.zr of ,-,Sle \ ,° ity if goals, instruct:.4:::
experiences; and aSseSsment, devices z- Al -2!.. :, known, agreed 'aroor
adaptiye, and multiplied to permit chc,',

. Conclusion
j

Competency Based Education impr .
requites that educators and the public gi
tions. Thus, while theo-called CBE
accountability for reform, s acceleratin.
to fruition.

4

3

stu-atu_ ;' opportunities. .

deep - rented habits and aEiiiur ,r,
ng movement, which

CBE movement may not



LITERACY: COMPETENCY AND THE PROBEEM OF
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS.

DurikVie past five years over thirty states have enacted some form of
policy act dIaling with the problem of high school graduation require-

. ments. In nearly all cases, these actions require that students do, more than
;`pass" a sufficient number of courses as a condition for receiving a diploma,

' and in most, it means "passing" an externally developed standardized test in
literacy and mathematical skills.

There are at least three major concerns underlying theses policies which
portray a complex picture of educational ineffectivengss. One is that many

,youngsters are graduating from school without essential literacy- .and
mathematical skills. A second is that too many high school graduates are
poorly equipped to succeed in the economic, political, and social roles they
will occupy as young adults. The third is that-the diploma, due to "grade
inflation" and t he "social promotion" of students, has ceased to have
credibility and meaning. The result, then, is recommendations leading to
raising standards and imposing new conditions for receiving a diploma which
must include a concrete demonstration of "competency." This approach'has
mistakenly come to te-called Competency Based Education (CBE);

,

This unfortunate misuse of an impbrtant educational concept actually
misses the point in terms of the meaning and importance ofCompetency in life
role activities; what it means to Base a program on competencies, and in what
respects the term Education extends beyond the boundaries of student-Certifi-
cation- alone. In short, Competency Based Education, if adequately
understood and flexibly .applied; could be an exciting and valuable concept,
but in order to be soeducatorS;Volicymakers, and the public will have to be s te-4

willing to entertain some substantial departures from tradiiibnaLe.clucatiorial
%assumptions and practices. The following' offers a broader view of this
concept, some of its important implications for school systems, aird the

( potential, role of literacy programs in such an approach.

The Concilit of Competency

As noted inan earlier paper (Spady, 1977), I share a viewpoint with many
others who .have worked with the CBE concept in institutions of higher
education that competencies are "...indicators of successful performance in

. life-role activities." (p. 10). Framed in a slightly different way, competencies
involve the ability to create effective results in one's life. While there are small

9



differences in the implications of these two definitions,, their common
elements are most important. -

First,- they suggest that the focus and context of competencies are real life
and the various roles we occupy which require such a broad range of , -z
individual capabilities. To be competent in a life role (such as bread- winner,
consumer, mate, parent, or political citizen) is to create the quality of experi-
ence and success you seek in that life role. This means that the curriculums
developtd to facilitate competencies must take as their starting pointslan
assessment of the demands and contingencies associated with major life roles,44
not the logic and substance of academic,subjects. There are, for exainple, no
life roles called language arts, mattematics, or, sociil studies.

Second, life role success fundamentally requires coping with the ever
changing realities of social conditions. The environments, resources, regula-
tioils, and individuals that acre an integral part of modern day life are often
troublesome and continually changing, thereby- suggesting that one Of the
most essential attributes of a genera 1y competent person will be adaptability
in the fact of difficult and shifting circumstances and demands.

4hird,2competenOes are formed through the highly complex integration
,

and application of Many discrete capacities. These capacities represent the
essential building blocks or foundation on which competencies rest. Soine or
these capacities are, of course, quite apparent and measurable; others are
extremely subtle or even invisible to many people. The essential point,
however, is that competency requires tapping this reservoir of individual
capacities, integrativ them in complex ways, and applying them baSed on the
contingencies present in specific .social contexts. Competency rarely involves
the sitnple mechanical application of simple cognitive or manual capacities.

. f 1

Fourth, this integration and application of capacities which underlies
competency clearly reflects both the cognitive and manual skills directly
supported in most school instruction and a broad repertory of affective
capacities, which may, on balance, actually be the attributes that most
facilitate life-role success. That is, while knowledge, skills, and concepts
(including literacy) are important components of success in all life roles, they
do not ensure it. Successful role performancels at least equally facilita'ted by
the attitudes, values, feelings, expectations, motivation, independence,
cooperation, endurance, and intuition people possess. Affective capacities
cannot be left implicit in a life-role oriented program as they now arein so
many schools. In many life situations-these affective capacities may be both
"the medium" and an essential component Of "the message"

Fifth, competencies ultimately require role performance, not ju t the
acquisition of skills or knowledge of appropriale methods. They are, i other
words, reflections of both what one is and what one can do. Competency,



oriented programs should, therefore develop assessment tools that fouls on-
the more qualitative aspects of per ormance as welt as the more concrete
dertionstrations of cognitive, and anual skill tapped by conventional -'
measurement devices.

When taken together these impli twits represent a major departure from
the typical capacity-building orien ations of most school programs. Social
reality and enlighteried projectio w about life in the twenty-first century
becOme gur guides to conception of life roles, comPet aes, curriculums,
appropriate instructional settings rid agents, and assessment tools. The role
of segmented school subjects '(i luding reading) taught in the generally
sheltered environment of schgol b ildings will have to be altered substantially
if we. choose to Soster and ass?.q. competency outcomes. Capacities must
indeed be developed if competent es are to emerge, but the methods, contexts,
and `timing of their developrrien could alter significantly if life roles were
made a central-vehicle in curric 'lum an instruction.

Tfie issues on Which all of t i is focusecare the transferability of school
learning to life and the exten ,o the school's responsibilities for fostering the
moral and technical socializatio4 of youngsters. Although debates have raged
over these two related problems for decades, some of the general domains of
agreement will be explored in tie. following section.

The "Bases" of School OPeratlj

School systems, like all fo
competing sets of forces: II tkos
which stress'maintenance and p
productiv subsystem of

Ilan,

and responsiveness to cl+ngi
maintenance system is concern
activities and procedures. The
support both systems wittinut i
Given the inherent diffei-ences

ma organizations, Must contend with two
f .cused on system productivity and those

eservation of the organizatiort. In general, the
rganization requires adaptability, flexibility,
g demands, and technologies, whereas the
d with ordering, routinizing, and ?tabilizing
hallenge to administrators is to manage and
pairing the impact and effectiveness of either.

1,
etween them, this is an extremely challenging

1task. t
*

/ I

When we examine the actual organization and operations Otjhools more
closely, we find elements of the tw i competing subsystems imbedded in
classrooms as well as admin

. /strative,o flees. To a large extent these elements
reflect two major bases of g4nizinF school functions and activities: one is
time and the other is outc me/s (or results). CBE implies major shift from
time as the primary "bas o operations to outcomes (or competencies) as1
that base, and from" ag e-r fferenced "standards of accomplishment to more

,,0
,.

specific "criterion efere ce ones.

At present, schogli g i time based. Major procedures, operations,
cisions, and opportu iti for both staff and students are dictated by the

N A
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the schedule, and the calendar. Fixed periods of time such as class
ods -grading periods, semesters, and school years impose arbitrary

constraints on the ways in which we organize instruction and when and how
.

often wepainateand certify student performance. In the time based system as
we know it, titers is fixed,-students are usually given single opportunities to
"pass, and the-Tandards used are usually personal. subjective:wadable, and
vague. Grad4 represent a vague and unknown mixture Of achievement.
ability, motivation, 'deportment, atiendance, attitude. ". contextual. and
background' factors: The high school diploma is merely a certificate pf
attendance and an indicator of the studtnt's willingness to "satisfy" the
particular minimal expectations and standards of a series of teachers<-
Society's expectations for the year by year social promotion Astudents has
reinforced. the 'fixed-time basis of.schooling, even though we know that the
achievement differences among our high school grad uatesare enormous (and
their general standards of social and technical competency are quite

Cdisappointing). A time'x based system stresses role rather than goals.;
emphasizes mairdenary rather than productivity, and encourages 'orienta-

- tions concerning"having things run smoothly" and "getting through the day'
rather than "creating results."

An .outcome based approach to schoolingwhich is what 'CBE
-representsVould reverse ,the .relationships between time and standards.'

Goals'and objectives to `9fr-4-1 wiimpoftance as they are made more explicit,
w defined in terms of the'll'ettra:1 co. etencies and capacities students pill

develop and demonstrate,and Made basis of operations and decisions
regarding student assessment and .moo ent tHrough the instructional

program. In such a system schooling will no onger be determined by time
instead time is used in more flexible ways, an2f multiple opportunities .fOr
instruction and assessment are provided. This means that much more small-.

up and individualized instruction is needed toloster studentmasterysif
en outcorne,goali. In addition, covses, ctedit,, report cards, and standards
1St defined on a criterion referented basis Ai'that actual levels of &ill are.

"Promotion" is,not frorpv.-ade i grad\e with a total cohort of stutlerits

.died-.opfinal point in time,. bit ,a continuous movement through' an
tructionea program: Courses 'will be units of content representing level

4 tiry, not units of time. '
i , 4

),..! c...--:-1.__ .
1, p use the tern) "Ccirrtpetency Based: to descfige a major approach to .

education is, then, to treat the framing and attainment of outcomes as the
-C" 4' Primary.basse Of schooloyerations. But onlY.anodding acquaintance with the

,
. pdlitics- and' sociology of schools, is sufficient to suggest that there is

considerable diVersity and disagreement among both educators and segments
of the public regarding which outcomes should' be given priority in school
programs. It is doubtful, therefore, that if schools actually wished to become
outcome-based that a sufficient consensus could be obtained in most places
regarding the particular outcome; around witch they coulq redlly organize.

7 1.
.5
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Accordin&, to Mitchell and Spady11,978) who 'discuss these competing
,,alternatives in some detail, there afe four broad themes which characterizethe
expectations of educators and the public regarding the contributions schools
should mate to the development and socialization of ,youngsters capable-of-7,,
entering and, participating id a s ciety that is orderly, productive; . and
attractive to its members. These t nclude: I) nurturing in students a
sense of SoclarResponsibility regarding the consequentes of their actions for
the welfare of others and the society as-a whole; 2) generating and supporting
}Social Integration,am ng individuals from varying,social and cultural groups
through direct inter tie and participation in collective activities; 3)
stimulating and foster' g the fullest possible Development and expression of
the individual's physical, affective, and mental capacities; and 4) promoting -
and. certifying. the, achievement, of necessary and important Technical
Competencies. Each theinehas had a majot place in the 'historiCal' lolution or
American education, and ach his its Visible and-Vocal ntemPorary
advocates a§ well.

°_ ,"
4.* What is particularl}>germ ne to this analysis is that each theme r reants _

an alternative conception f what constitutes "real competent for
indiViduals, each has the potential for becoming ilomidant outcome base for a
given sehool 6; school sYstem, and each represents an agendl. to:which every, etrt

teaCher ant administratbr must be -sensitive, irrespective of the fwess-hre,s
imposed' by-lhe others. Attention given to one thIme often means overlooking
others. ConSequently, with staff attention divided in/four dirOiions at once, it
iSoften true that none of the outcomes desired in each pomain is fully realized.
The result is both .potential and real staff vulnerabNtY for failing topyt
either someone's or .etferyoneexpectatiorts
N,

It is also important to note that there are major philosophical differences
, a mong.the ath'iocates-of each major theme which further contribute to policy
and operational strain in schol systems. For example; to some social responsi-
bility means developing loyalty and, respect, for sOcial: institutions and
adjusting one's moral and legal conduct to prevailing:rules and norms. For
others it means shoWing sensitivity to others and beinVilling td serye and
support those in need. Similarly, to some social integration means learning
appropriate social roles, fostering a sense of belonging, arid appreciating, and
participating in existing social structures and groups. To °fliers it means
exercising leadership and initiative in promoting groupcOhesion and purpose,
or establishing close and :significant ties to other individuals or cultural
groups.

There al'e also differences among the advocates .bfItersbnal deVelopment:
Some would concentrate on intellectual and physical deYeloOMentothers on
affective catiacities. Within each group some would streW.ttrainable,and
proven" capacities, others would advocate "discoverrng"emergentcapacities
and prothating creative expres:gion. Siniilarly, sor4.0.; i-e:of technical
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competency are primarily concerned with basic larigtinge and mathematical
yroficiency; otWrs with a broader range of teChnical skills. Among each of
these some stress the utility, And minimum standards of coinpetencies, while
others seek high standards of excellence' and innovative performance
capabilities.

G iven the tremendous range of qualitative and quantitative differences
sought by various groups. in terms of-school -outcomes, it is not. all that
surprising to fintFmost State "CBE" policy initiatives reflecting a "lowest
common denominatOr/kasic skill" orientation to requiredstudent otcomes.
The major exceptions, suck as Maryland, Oregon, and Pennsylvania, have'
emerged largely as .,the result of strong State }Thud of Education/ State qi
Department of Education leadership rather thadlegisla0e mandate. Yet it is
these nearly three doien other "testing bills" that have substantially turned an
educational effectiveness, issue into a potential accountability nightniare.

Implementing Competenc

1.

asecIA`Education'

To manyof its advocites the imposition of new performance requirements
for high school graduation is an age t to re-establish "the credibility of the
high sekool diploma Ow that ove 0 percent of-an age cohort stays, in
Sch4%,1-a full 12 years and,"Social promotion" within an age-graded system
is accepted policy,. Ne. hav9, a:sizable. proportion of "graduates" today who ""°'
would have not finished school in previous eras. To 'some, a diStressting
proportion of them are conspicuously deficient in basic literacy skills as well
as in more advanced aspects of development.

What lies at-the heart of this dilemma) is not the diploma or social
promotion per se, it is the system of4'eacher Referenced Standards that we use
along with time as the basis for establishing grades and Carnegie Units of
"credit." As noted earlier, the combintion of individual subjective judginent,
very mixed criteria, and fioatinvtandards leads to a labelling and credit
system that is best described as vague - referenced. That is, the letter or
numeric l grades dispensed by teachers convey far more symbolic value than
actual content. Twelve years of vague referenced symbols provide one with a
transcript and 'diploma but not necessarily a good education.

The paradox in all of this, of course, is that employers and college
admissions officers, the very people who need to make selection decisions
abotiVraduates based on what they know, can do, and are like, are generally
stauWh opponents of abandoning the Carnegie Unit Credit system even
though it contributes to the problem of applicarits with only paper qualifica-
tions,They are "getting stuck" with the very evaluation-certification system
they continue to perpetuate by using time and letter grades as the primary
criteria for graduation.

1014
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There are, of course, alternatiye approaches to setting and defining
standards that could be considered, two of which could be Made criterion
referenced rather than vague referenced. They are Curriculum Referenced 6;
and Societal Referenced Standards.

Curriculum referenced standaff would apply toaheoacquisition cifspecific
kinds and levels of subjeCT"maqer tnastery. The content and criteria of the
standards would bd bused on the logic and content' of the subject and would be
set by experts in each respective field, and we would expect the outcomes, in
such -a system primarily to reflecycognifive And ffsychomotor capacities.
Major literacy prograins such as Right to Read would probably adopt this
approach.

N.Ne,

`Societal/referenced standards would, by contrast, reflect the judgments of a
broader ar y of citizens regarding the competencies needed to. filitate
s,ucess in life les. In this case the social, political; and economicedemands of

wife would cons itute the frame of-reference for both curriculum building and
standard setting. Mastery of individual capacities could be included among
the array of competency standards selected.

The third major alternative, NormReferenced St5ndards, has of course,
been_ athe popular choice of negly every State that has chosen to implement a
stnnFa7dized toting program. I3epending on how measurement is actually
done and reported', the, arpantages of norm rpfetenced testing may be little
better than 'teacher referenced. Iri this, sy'ste,r' h ciaandards are fundamentally
comparative and peel:based, and performance in many different knowledge
and skill areas is usually reduced into a single numerical score.,While you may
khow that a student scored at the "eighth grade level" in reading, you may still
not 'know what 'the student can and cannot read nor what his particular
strengths and deficiencies may be.

The use of norm referenced testing to create an a ountability systein for
students will not solve the problems of educational eff ctivenes,that lie within
the instructional system itself. The basic oriental' of accountabil4 .
approacht4 is to. Use some reliable form of student performance data as the
basis for making judgments and decisions abouteither students or staff.. This
often .means reward, placement, or' protnotion decisions. While remediation
for "substandard" performers may be required, that remediation generally
consists of providing these students with the content and approaches that have
not worked for them in the firsf place. Nearly every example of current State
"CBE" policies either declares or presuMes that the existing time-based, age-
graded structure of schooling shall iremain .uncbanged

. If the problem were more appropriately seen as an effectiveness issue, then
two more complex, btit ostensibly more valuable, activities would have to be
undertaken. The first is examining and improving the nature of and
interrelationship between two Major factors that affect instructional



effectiveness. One is the bearing which-school structures, i.e.. th' organizing
principles for schoolactivity, have on the techniques, procedut mechanics,
and content that affect student, involvement, learning, and performance. The
other has to do with the quality and character expectations and social .

process that characterize the interaction betneti staff.and students. These
factors lie at theheart of school effectiveness and cannot be ignored:

The second activity that needs to be undertaken in Order to impact on
school effectivenes&ttis to create a CLOS E A RTICULATIOIV between studen
assessment and instruction. This means continual diagnosis, moniXoritr,
feedback, and correction-of student progress based on regular contact, NC
the once a year or once every three year administration of "the
standardized test" which, in actuality, mar not correspond very closely
the curriculum the students have been pursuing. It is really not clear what
expect such tests.to tell us about achial levels of student athievemen(thli
teachers who interact with them ona dOly basishould hot already kno%,
this information is-thissing, it is due to the inadequacies of the classrt
assesstnennystem, and that is what needs to be strengthened.jf it is avail,
but not used effectively to imprOye student learning, the fault may lie in
typical use of classrooth assessnknt to manage and control students rat
than to manage and improve instruction. -t

Therefore, amide from monitoring the systetn and its programs, it is not clear
that such tests provide important information about students (oth tI to
gra -level score') that teachers do not of should not already kn w. Y t in
mo States where such testing programs have been instlled, it is the students
who are penalized for program weaknesses by having promotion or diplomas ;
withWd, withQuhssurance that programs will actually improve.

(-17
.

In a gen ine compytenty-based or capacity-based program the danger of
poor articul tion between assessment and instruction.wouldbe averted. CBE s

is built arou the close integratio of threepsential components: 1) outcome-1
gdals; 2) ins ructional experience that directly reflect those goals, and 3)
assessment devices that represent the operational definition'of the goal itself.
To build maximum flexibility and responsiveness into such a program, ALL
THREE need to be explicit (i.e., criterion referenced and clear), l: poi (that
is, public and visi lewithout secrets and surprises), agreed upon by all those
with a direct inter st in the student's progress, allow choice (i.e., he framed and
developed with veral equivalent alternatives to choose from), and adaptive.
Being adaptive means .to use student performance data as the basis for
modifying and improving four major things: 1) the student's subsequent
performance, 2) the content and quality of instruction provided, 3) the
assessment tools used to measure goal attainment, and 4) the content and
sequencing of goals and curriculums.

Since there are obvious ,dangers of such a goals-means educational
approach becoming inflexible and mechanistic, care must be taken'to create as

12
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many choices and as flexibility as possible. There are, as d

Mitchell (1977) point out, two distinctly different conceptions of how u goal
'based (or outcome based) approach such as this might work. One is to
prescribe and dylimit at the Outset both the goals to be pursued and the role
opportunities a)'ailable to students. This has been characterized as the "whips
and Chains" approach to schooling. The other is to expand both thegoal and
role choices available, pal-ficularly when outcomes are,defined in competency

'terms and engageineittin.realistic life-role pursuits is desirable. In a goal based )

program the important and determining principle of operation is reaching the
goal. The means, locale, resources; agents, time and number of opportunitieS
given for reaching it are open,to far greater choice than in a .role dominated
program' in which time and means r a often taken more seriously than the
outcomes attained. 6-

From this perspective CBE Ca ndatnentally geared to improving
student oppOrtunities in several %s._ q v dealing with time and opportuni-

, _
ties for Meeting goals mare flexibl "ar :!alistically, 2) by articulating goals ilk

\d the purpoles of instruction clearly and' openly, 3) b 'y giving a specific
co t

. -
ent referent to assessment, exaluation, certification, and promotion, and

4) y bringing school work closer to the real factors affecting success' nd
fulfillment in life. A ..

, ,

What it does in the process is im-)act on the entire rangy of accepted school
structures and Practices including: the structure/ and use of goals and
objectives; the meaning and bases of standards and credit; the definition,
organization, and delivery of the curriculum; the criteria and methods of

. student evaluatio-ecordkeeping and reporting systems; student grouping.
and*romotion practices;"the criteria and timing of "graduation"; methoOs of
student siipervision and control; role expectations and relationships between
staff and students; and staff interdependence and gooperation. r. .g.

f
At

In a phase, CBE means a continuous progress approach to instruction and
certification for all students, anit asks both educators and_the public to give

.up decades othabits and assumptions regarding the struc,tures and Methods oft..

schooling, just at the time whervaccouritability looks chp,per &id sareg than
Inotherversion-of sthooliefOrm. The "CI3E testing movement" hasuaCh'e*., ._

bandwagon proportions in just a few years, bin CBE as an approach/ to
improving effectiveness may becomethis century's major nonevent in public

,,education. , .
u .

'
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